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01 ACES 2:00
02 BANSHEE 1:40
03 BLADES 1:39

04 BONESPIKE 2:00
05 CRANK 2:15
06 FURY 1:41

07 GUNCLUB 3:19
08 MARAUDER 2:15
09 MORTALITY 3:16
10 NIGHT RIDE 3:16

11 PYREXIA 2:00
12 RISING 1:57

13 TRIP 1:49
14 WARP 2:04

15 WRAITH 1:57
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ubermosh original soundtrack

Wife plays these kind of games and seems to enjoy it. The puzzles are a little harder which makes the game last longer. We
noticed they spelled ANYTHING incorrectly in the book shelf in the archive.
For 99 cents the game is worth it still IMO. Super addictive for such a simple concept. I heard a lot of hype about this game but
avoided buying it because I knew I'd experience everything the game had to offer within 2 minutes. Turns out that was in fact
true, but it's instantly become the first game I spin up when I pull out the Vive. I put on some workout jams in my steam music
player and let myself get into the groove of rapidly identifying bombs and swinging away.

Things I'd recommend to improve:
Gravity bomb mode - bomb feels like it takes too much 'force' to keep it going, and the fact that it's able to fall down near your
feet makes it really awkward to try and keep the ball alive.

Menus - Other menu buttons remain punchable even after you've punched your main selection. If you do a swiping style punch
you can trigger multiple buttons.

Combos - Any kind of tool tip indicating the purpose of combos. I keep my combo score high because it's fun but have
absolutely no idea how it's contributing to my score, if at all. meh...gets old quick i want my money back plz.. Alright, so this is
less a 'game' and more of a choose your own adventure type visual novel. The only thing remotely 'game' like I did was in
Chapter 4 as the priest character, there's one scene where you can get into the ONE fight programmed into the game that has
actual controls.

However, what it lacks in gameplay it more than makes up for in plot. I would not recommend this game to the people who like
action RPGs or people who play Halo and Counterstrike, ha ha. This is strictly made for people who like to read an immerse
themselves into the plot of a story.

The music is incredible and fits the scenarios very well. My one gripe with this game is your choices affect how the character
you happen to be playing at any given time is perceived... but it does not really affect the plot overall. Hell, even if you murder
the evil snake hating priest guy, the story ends up exactly the same. There are no different endings, only different ways to
complete each chapter. So in the end, while your choices affect the CHAPTER you're in, they do not affect the overall plot of
the entire game. That should have been better written. I still enjoyed the story and the entire 7 hours I put into it... but I cannot
see myself playing this again.

20 dollars is too much for what is not actually a game. And it only took me 4 playthroughs to get all 52 achievements.
There is much to read and rich characters some with more development than others, but not any gameplay. Wait until it goes on
sale or you have a coupon to check it out. I still recommend it, though!. Just bought this for 50 cents.

Very few things in life can be bought with 50 cents. The only thing I can think of is those little toys or stickers from the vending
machines you see in grocery stores.

50 cents will buy you the best game of snake you will ever play in your life! There is a satisfying progression system, where you
can upgrade your offenses\/defenses and various aspects such as the gold\/loot pick up. Its a perfect pick up and play game if
you are ever bored waiting for the Dota 2 queue. Bite sized goodness is what it really is, and its not acting like its something
else.. Amazing game. I introduced it at school, and everyone loved it. Showed it at a party and all 12 players were filled with lots
of spectators. Highly recommended if you have somewhat competitive friends to play this with. It gets a lot more chaotic when
you have more than 6 people playing.

Although there is lots of variety in maps and in modes, I'd only wish that there was DLC that included more of each
respectively. Some maps get old somewhat quickly. The modes are fun and enjoyable, but I'm still left wanting more.

Excellent work Roman Uhlig!. It is by far the best Tropico I have ever played.
Relaxed gameplay, nice soundtrack, good graphics, funny sarcasm.
Tropico III learned what was good and what was bad from Tropico & Tropico II, and Tropico IV was just a mere copy of this
game.
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My one and only complaint: once you've learned how to manage your business, everything seems easier.
It doesn't mean you won't play it anymore. As you can see by my playtime, I really enjoyed playing different maps and
characters.

Buy this game and enjoy your dictatorship.. An amazing follow-up story to the first one. I'm already extremely eager for the
next one. The VERSUS series has easily been my favorite of anything to come out of Choice of Games. I would easily give this
another 10\/10.. This game definitely lives up to it's title.
At first, the questions seem tame enough, but by the final round, you may find yourself in some very uncomfortable situations.
The game has a solo mode for playing alone, which sees you trying pick the answer that the rest of the world has gone with. It
can be entertaining seeing how you line up with the majority, but the game really shines when playing with a group of people,
either locally, or via the interactive Live Show mode. The group dynamic opens up a range of discussions you never thought
you'd ever have (or wanted to have!), and adding your own twist on it with something like a drinking game is sure to spice up
the Awkwardness even more!
(please drink responsibly :P ). Just compare the ton of content this DLC gives with the season characters passes from Street
Fighter V and both prices.
Vanessa is pretty, Yamazaki is funny, Whip uses a... whip and Rock Howard is the best addition to the game, with cool looking
combos. Definitely pick this up if you like the game and if this goes on a sale.
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Fun game, the ability to skip levels might ruin it for you.. This is probably the least popular Spiderweb game that exists, after
Avadon, a reputation that seems very strange and ill-deserved to me. But poll after poll, this game consistently rates as not only
the worst of the Geneforges, but also one of the worst of all SW games. So, here is a block of text about why that seems very
silly to me.

Geneforge 3 takes place a few years after the sequel where again, one of the many possible endings for the last game was
selected as canon and the effects of that sparked the begining of a powerful splinter cell of separatists that begin the game by
attacking your school. It's up to you and your half-baked training to find companions (or not, I'm not your supervisor) and make
your way through the Ashen Isles, choosing to help the Shapers or work to destroy them as you gain more of their power to
create and destroy.

This summary also effectively encompasses why this game was so unpopular, because although the choices you make are all
your own, you essentially have the run of two possible routes and follow a moderately linear path along them. Among Spiderweb
games, this is outrageous. Not only for the Geneforge series, but even the Avernum series features a wide, sprawling selection of
factions and individual choices you can make along the way which will affect the ending. To move from such wide freedom to
something that feels more like it's on rails is something I can understand and relate to at a certain level.

My rebuttal of that idea is a subtle reminder that it's still a Spiderweb Geneforge game. It is still a gorgeous piece of storytelling
in the Geneforge universe with a variety of interesting ideas on a topic and characters in a theme that I'm personally dedicated to
and fascinated by. As linear as it might be and as dated as it might be, creative, original stories don't get old. For that reason, I
still find that it plays the same as it did when it was released- and entire level of depth and role playing greater than any
competitor, most especially at it's current and, frankly, underserved price point of $4 within the Geneforge Saga bundle on
Steam.

It's not easy to make a game more visually appealing to a new audience that would have otherwise been turned off by the classic
art style while also not annoying oldbie players that would find the new version too alien and hipster. And almost every long
running game series I can readily think of goes through this awkward phase at some point. For Geneforge, it is surely this game.
The new graphics do not sit well with me personally, and I made that known at the time it released. However, on looking back, I
realise that it was a necessary step to bring a more semi-modern style and interface that four and five would later have
perfected. So, in a way, I've come to be more tolerant of it. I also recognise that I'm a bit of an outlier and, if you've made it this
far in the series, the changes would likely be very welcome to you.

It's a game that I've already replayed once on Steam and, obviously, one that I feel strongly enough to write an
uncharacteristically positive review on eight years after the first time I played it (oh my god, I'm old). But, since I still feel that
way and still plan on playing it again after all this time, it must be good, right?

My recommendation is positive.. Remember this is a FREE world/asset demo only. Be nice....!

FOV on the Rift was wrong (sickening) but default resolution was OK.

Immediately tried the Vive instead - FOV correct but lower resolution by default... aliasing everywhere.

Pumped up the resolution/settings to MAX on a GTC 780 Ti OC and it still ran fine,
  and was so much better - still had to tilt head a bit to get rid of horizontal artifacts.

Final view: this is a great insight into where AAA games could get to, but locomotion and aliasing has to be dealt with.
. This right here is what I like to call a true retro game. People say that games like Stardew Valley and Starbound remind people
of the 16-bit or less age, but they never made me think I'm playing something on the Snes. However, this game, I feel like I'm
playing on a gameboy. The movements are so floaty and fast that It makes me feel like I'm playing a game like Wario land. If
you want to play a true retro game, play this.. Can't wait to play this game in VR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYFu2IPn8H0. One of the best DLC's to date... The power to easily apply graphic
enhancements without the need to learn a Shader language seperately. Thank you for creating this!. Looks like they've updated
this game. It was a little bit different when I bought it many years ago on CD. Watson doesn't do his creepy teleporting anymore,
and it seems they've added an in-game help.. Great to see Tri-Cities game developers on Steam again! It's playable even in early
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access, and an interesting concept to the game. The tutorial is a good start, though I got a game over unexpectedly after putting
the farm in the poor house (really easy to do). Give it a try, and see if you last longer than myself!
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